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Rate coefficients over the range of 230-360 K were measured for the reaction of OH with the following
bromopropane isotopomers: CH3CH2CH2Br (k1), CD3CH2CH2Br (k2), CD3CH2CD2Br (k3), CH3CD2CD2Br
(k4), and CD3CD2CD2Br (k5). The hydroxyl radical was produced by pulsed laser photolysis and detected via
laser induced fluorescence. Reaction 1 can occur by H atom abstraction from three different carbon sites:
OH + CH3CH2CH2Br f CH3CH2CHBr + H2O (1a;R); f CH3CHCH2Br + H2O (1b; â); or f CH2CH2-
CH2Br + H2O (1c; γ). Branching ratios obtained from an analysis of the kinetic data at 298 K arek1c /k1 )
0.12( 0.08,k1b /k1 ) 0.56( 0.04, andk1a /k1 ) 0.32( 0.08; uncertainties given are 2 standard deviations
and do not include systematic uncertainties. Stable products formed following reaction 1 in a NOx/O2

environment were measured using long path infrared absorption. Bromoacetone and propanal were observed
in the ratio [(CH3C(O)CH2Br)/(CH3CH2CHO)] of 1.65( 0.50 with an absolute bromoacetone yield of 0.5(
0.2 at room temperature. The product yields are consistent with the rate coefficient data. Ab initio calculations
show that C-H bond energies at both theR andâ sites decrease (relative to propane) by the addition of Br
at theR site. The calculated transition state energies decrease in the orderγ > R > â, in qualitative agreement
with the experimental observations.

Introduction

Bromopropane, CH3CH2CH2Br, has been proposed as a CFC
substitute for application as an industrial solvent. Understanding
the impact of this compound on the atmosphere requires
knowledge of its atmospheric lifetime. Previous laboratory
studies1-5 show that reaction with OH is the primary loss process
for CH3CH2CH2Br and its atmospheric lifetime is∼10 days.4-8

Recent model studies6,7 have shown that the ODP of bromopro-
pane depends on the season, location of the emissions, atmo-
spheric transport, and the lifetimes of the tropospheric end
products of the OH+ bromopropane reaction. Hence, the
atmospheric impact of this short-lived compound on strato-
spheric ozone also depends on the products of the OH+
bromopropane reaction.

The H atom abstraction by OH in the reaction

occurs from different sites along the carbon chain. In this work,

we useR, â, andγ (γCH3
âCH2

RCH2Br) to denote reaction at
various carbon sites. Abstraction from each carbon site results
in distinct tropospheric degradation products, which may impact
the extent of stratospheric ozone loss differently. Therefore,
product branching ratios from the OH+ bromopropane reaction
are needed. To date, products have not been identified and
branching ratios have not been measured. In the absence of
experimental data, modeling studies7,8 have assumed hydrogen
abstraction from various sites using the empirical structure-
reactivity relationships of Atkinson.9,10

In this paper, we report the rate coefficients,k1(T)-k5(T),
for the reaction of various isotopomers of bromopropane with
OH:

These rate coefficients are used to obtain branching ratios for
site specific H atom abstraction as a function of temperature
using an analysis similar to that used by Droege and Tully for
the OH+ propane reaction.11 We also report the yield of stable
products formed following the reaction of bromopropane with
OH and Cl. Finally, we discuss the measured yields in light of
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OH + CH3CH2CH2Br f products; k1 (1)

OH + CD3CH2CH2Br f products; k2 (2)

OH + CD3CH2CD2Br f products; k3 (3)

OH + CH3CD2CD2Br f products; k4 (4)

OH + CD3CD2CD2Br f products; k5 (5)

OH + CH3CH2CH2Br f CH3CH2CHBr + H2O (1a)

f CH3CHCH2Br + H2O (1b)

f CH2CH2CH2Br + H2O (1c)
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the calculated C-H bond energies and the transition states for
reaction at each carbon site.

Experimental Section

The OH rate coefficient measurements and end product
analysis are described separately in the following sections.

Rate Coefficient Measurements.The rate coefficientsk1-
(T)-k5(T) were measured as a function of temperature using a
pulsed laser photolysis-laser induced fluorescence (PP-LIF)
system and procedures are described in detail elsewhere.12 Gas
mixtures containing the OH precursor, buffer gas (50 Torr of
He), and bromopropane flowed slowly through the cell. OH
radicals were produced by 351 nm pulsed laser photolysis of
HONO. All experiments were carried out under pseudo-first-
order conditions in OH, ([bromopropane]/[OH]0 >1500), where
[OH]0 is the initial OH radical concentration. The OH temporal
profiles followed a simple exponential rate law:

wherek′i ) ki[X] + kd, kd is the first-order rate coefficient for
the loss of OH in the absence of bromopropane, [X] is the
bromopropane concentration, and the subscripti runs from 1
to 5. The loss of OH in the absence of bromopropane is
attributed to reaction with the photolytic precursor (and its
impurities, e.g., NO2), diffusion out of the detection zone, and
reaction with impurities in the bath gas. Values ofk′i were
measured at various bromopropane concentrations, andki was
obtained from the slope of a plot ofk′i vs [X].

The HONO concentration was estimated fromkd, the first-
order rate coefficient in the absence of bromopropane, and
attributed to the reaction13

Values ofkd ranged from 100 to 200 s-1. These values place
an upper limit to the HONO concentration of (2.8-7.6)× 1013

molecule cm-3. The intercept from the fits ofk′i versus [X]
were within 10% of the value measured forkd in the absence
of bromopropane. Upper limits for [OH]0 ranged from 1× 1011

to 5× 1011 molecule cm-3 and were calculated from the HONO
concentration, the measured photolysis laser fluence, the HONO
absorption cross section at 351 nm (2.12× 10-19 cm2

molecule-1), and a quantum yield of 1 for OH production.13

The bromopropane concentration in the gas flowing through
the reactor was measured by absorption at 214 nm (Zn pen-ray
lamp) at room temperature (298( 2 K) in 50 cm cells located
before and after the reaction cell. The measured concentrations
in the two cells agreed within(3% over the range of
concentrations, temperatures and pressures used in the kinetic
measurements. The average of the two values was used in the
kinetic analysis after correcting for the temperature difference
between the room-temperature absorption cells and the reactor.
The reactor was heated or cooled by circulating a fluid from a
thermostated bath through its jacket.

The absorption cross section of CH3CH2CH2Br at 214 was
determined previously in our laboratory.2 In this work, the
absorption cross sections of CH3CH2CH2Br and two isotopomers
were measured using a similar method. The absorption cross
sections obtained were CD3CD2CD2Br [(4.71( 0.10)× 10-19

cm2 molecule-1], CD3CH2CH2Br [(4.97 ( 0.08)× 10-19 cm2

molecule-1], and CH3CH2CH2Br [(4.93 ( 0.09)× 10-19 cm2

molecule-1]. This uncertainty is 2σ from the precision of the

fit to the data and does not include uncertainties in pressure or
the path length. The isotopomer absorption cross sections fell
within 5% of one another and of the previously measured value.2

To be consistent with the previous work from this laboratory,
we have used 4.85× 10-19 cm2 molecule-1 as the absorption
cross section at 214 nm for all of the bromopropane isotopomers.

Photolytic production of OH at 351 nm was advantageous
because bromopropane photolysis was minimized (compared
to 248 nm photolysis). The photolysis laser fluence was varied
over the range (7-19) mJ pulse-1 cm-2. The OH probe laser
fluence ranged from 0.2 to 0.4 mJ pulse-1 cm-2. Kinetics
experiments were performed with total gas flow rates of 215-
250 sccm, at pressures of∼50 Torr of He, resulting in linear
gas flow velocities from 9 to 16 cm s-1.

Product Formation. Possible products generated in the
atmospheric degradation of bromopropane after reaction with
OH are

These products are generated through the RO2 radicals produced
from the alkyl radical, R•. The detailed mechanism for formation
of these products is discussed elsewhere.8,14,15

Because unique products are formed for each site where H
atom abstraction occurs, measurement of the above products
provides information on the branching ratios in reaction 1.
Therefore, we have measured the degradation products formed
following reaction 1 in 620 Torr of synthetic air containing NOx

(NOx ) NO + NO2) as a part of this work. Degradation products
from the Cl atom initiated oxidation of bromopropane were also
measured under similar experimental conditions.

The experimental apparatus16 for the reaction product studies
consisted of an 18 L cylindrical glass photolysis/reaction cell
equipped with multipass infrared White optics that coupled to
a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The cell was sur-
rounded by three light banks, each consisting of eight fluorescent
lamps emitting UV radiation (300-400 nm with the peak
intensity near 350 nm).17 The infrared optical path length was
29.5 m. Absorption spectra were measured over the range of
800-4000 cm-1 at 1 cm-1 resolution.

OH radicals were produced following the photolysis of CH3-
ONO in the presence of NO and O2

In the Cl atom initiated oxidation experiments, Cl atoms were
produced by the photolysis of Cl2. To obtain product yields,
infrared absorption spectra of the reaction mixture were
measured prior to photolysis and after 2-5 min of photolysis,
for total photolysis times between 5 and 20 min. Photolysis of
bromopropane by the UV lamps was measured to be negligible.
The initial concentrations used in these experiments were 0.05-
0.5 Torr of bromopropane, 0.1 Torr of CH3ONO, 0.01 Torr of
NO, and 0.05-0.12 Torr of Cl2.

Materials. Isotopically substituted bromopropane compounds
were obtained commercially{bromopropane-3,3,3-D3; bro-

CH3CH2C(O)H + Br (H abstraction reaction 1a)

CH3C(O)CH2Br + HO2 (H abstraction reaction 1b)

CH(O)CH2CH2Br + HO2 (H abstraction reaction 1c)

CH3ONO + hν f CH3O + NO (7)

CH3O + O2 f CH2O + HO2 (8)

HO2 + NO f OH + NO2 (9)

[OH]t ) [OH]0 exp(-k′it) (I)

OH + HONO f H2O + NO2 (6)

k6(T) ) (1.8× 10-11) exp(-390/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1
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mopropane-1,1,2,2-D4; bromopropane-1,1,3,3,3-D5; and bro-
mopropane-D7}. The stated isotopic purity was>98% (except
CD3CH2CH2Br which was>99%), and no chemical purity was
stated. The CH3CH2CH2Br sample (99% purity) was used in
the previous study from this laboratory.2 All samples were
degassed under vacuum with numerous freeze-thaw cycles and
were stored in Pyrex containers that were stored in a refrigerator
when not in use. The sample was introduced into the gas flow
from the reservoir through a stainless steel double-needle valve
while the liquid sample was maintained at 25°C.

The impurities in bromopropane and its deuterated analogues
were identified using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
(GC/MS). After identification, impurities were quantified using
a flame ionization detector (FID). A nonpolar column (SPB-5,
30 m, 0.32 mm, 0.5µm film) was used with a temperature
control program. For quantification, standards ofn-hexane (3.3
mg/mL), bromopropane (6.77 mg/mL), 2-pentanone (405 mg/
mL), and 2,3-dibromopropane (10.15 mg/mL) were prepared
in methanol. All compounds containing a single bromine atom
(ethyl bromide, propyl bromides, butyl bromides, and bromo-
hexanes) were assumed to have the same response in the FID
as bromopropane. Similarly, 2,3-dibromopropane was a proxy
for dibromo compounds;n-hexane forn-pentane,n-hexanes,
sulfides, disulfides, and siloxanes; 1-chlorohexane for propyl
chloride; and 2-pentanone for acetone,tert-butyl methyl ketone,
and 3-methyl-2-butanone. Details of the gas chromatography/
mass spectrometry analyses for each compound and an estimate
of their contribution to the measured reaction rate coefficients
at 230 K are given in Tables S1a-S1e of the Supporting
Information. Total impurity contributions at 230 K calculated
from Tables S1a-S1e were<4% for k1, <7% for k2, <4% for
k3, <5% for k4, and<7% for k5.

A general concern in the measurements ofk1 was the
possibility of Br2 contamination. The rate coefficient for the
reaction of OH with Br2

is large and increases with decreasing temperature.18,19 There-
fore, the contribution of reaction 10 would be more pronounced
at lower temperatures. For example, a 0.5% Br2 contamination
in bromopropane would account for 40% of the measured value
of k1 at 230 K and 15% at 360 K. One should note that Br2

impurity levels of 3% in CH3CH2CH2Br or CD3CH2CH2Br, 2%
in CD3CH2CD2Br, and 1% in CH3CD2CD2Br or CD3CD2CD2-
Br would lead to measured values ofk1-k5 that were temper-
ature independent. Therefore, we determined an upper limit of
the Br2 impurity by UV/vis absorption using a diode array
spectrometer with a D2 lamp. A 65 cm long single pass
absorption cell was filled with 20-85 Torr of bromopropane.
The absorbance for each isotopomer was measured between 277
and 510 nm. Br2 absorbs from 320 to 600 nm with a peak
absorption cross section of 6× 10-19 cm2 molecule-1 at 400
nm.20 No absorption could be attributed to Br2 in any of the
isotopomers. The Br2 contamination was estimated to be<60
ppmv for all samples. HBr, a potentially reactive impurity, was
not measured. We assume that HBr, given its large vapor
pressure, would have been pumped off prior to the rate
coefficient measurements.

HONO was made from the dropwise addition of a 0.1 M
solution of NaNO2 to a 10% sulfuric acid solution in a flask
which was kept in an ice bath. The small flow of He through
the flask was varied to control the HONO concentration entering
the reaction cell. These mixtures were replaced daily.

Results and Discussion

Measurements ofk1(T), OH + CH3CH2CH2Br. We re-
measuredk1(T) using the same apparatus and identical experi-
mental conditions as those used for determiningk2(T)-k5(T).
These measurements were performed to reduce the uncertainties
in k2(T)-k5(T) relative tok1(T) by cancellation of systematic
errors. Our measured values given in Table 1 agree with
previously reported values.k1(T) increases with increasing
temperature, and an Arrhenius plot of the data displays slight
curvature. Previous studies have chosen to fit the curvature with
a variety of functional forms, but we fit our data to the form
k1(T) ) AT2 exp(-B/T). Previous results, those from this study,
and the recent data of Orkin et al.3 are summarized in Table 2
and presented in Figure 1. All reported measurements ofk1 are
within 8% of one another around 250 K, with the disagreement
increasing to∼30% at temperatures closer to 400 K. Although
the disagreement is largest at higher temperatures, for atmo-
spheric purposes, this is the least relevant temperature range.
Our current values agree within 5% at 298 K with our previously
reported value.2 However, the 360 K value measured here is
15% larger than that reported by Herndon et al.2 The fit to all
of the published data yieldsk1(T) ) (6.08( 1.57)× 10-18T2

exp[-(-197 ( 77)/T] cm3 molecule-1 s-1, which we recom-
mend for use by atmospheric modelers.

OH + Br2 f HOBr + Br (10)

TABLE 1: Experimental Parameters in Measurements of
k1(T)a

K [HONO] [OH]0 [CH3CH2CH2Br] k1

230 6.1 3.3 5.30-20.2 6.52( 0.38
233 3.8 2.4 2.31-23.8 7.57( 0.20
244 6.0 3.7 4.99-14.9 7.22( 0.18
262 7.6 4.1 2.98-19.0 8.29( 0.18
281 3.7 2.2 4.82-12.7 8.86( 0.25
297b 2.9 1.8 2.76-27.9 9.72( 0.32
299 3.8 2.0 3.14-14.3 9.35( 0.34
315 6.3 2.8 1.32-7.21 11.0( 0.46
330 3.8 1.3 0.83-7.56 11.1( 0.71
345 3.1 1.4 1.05-6.21 12.3( 0.64
360 2.8 1.2 0.94-5.47 13.4( 0.19

a Concentrations are in units of 1013 for HONO, 1011 for OH, and
1015 for CH3CH2CH2Br all in molecule cm-3, k1 is in units of 10-13

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, and the uncertainty given fork1 is 2σ precision
from the fit to the data and does not include systematic uncertainties.
b Probe laser fluence was decreased by a factor of 2 to 0.2 mJ pulse-1

cm-2.

Figure 1. Rate coefficients measured for the reaction of OH with CH3-
CH2CH2Br in this work and in previous work. The fit recommended
for modeling is shown by the solid line.
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Measurements of OH+ Bromopropane Isotopomers,k2-
(T)-k5(T). Room-temperature rate coefficients for the reaction
of OH with bromopropanes decrease in the order CH3CH2CH2-
Br (k1) > CD3CH2CH2Br (k2) > CD3CH2CD2Br (k3) > CH3-
CD2CD2Br (k4) > CD3CD2CD2Br (k5). Figure 2 displays a plot
of ki vs 1000/T for the five reactions studied here. The values
of k2(T)-k5(T) measured between 230 and 360 K and experi-
mental parameters are given in Tables 3-6. The rate coefficients
all show a temperature dependence similar to that observed for
k1 (i.e., the rate coefficient increases with increasing tempera-

tures and there is a slight curvature in the Arrhenius plot); the
k2(T)-k5(T) values were also fit to the formki(T) ) AT2 exp[-
B/T]. Table 7 summarizes the fit parameters. A qualitative trend
in the site specific reaction rate coefficients or branching ratios
(k1a /k1, k1b /k1, andk1c /k1) can be obtained from the measured
values ofk1-k5. For example, substitutingγCD3 for γCH3 results
in a small,∼10%, decrease in the measured rate coefficient
over the entire temperature range, implying that the reaction at
this position is small relative to the overall reaction. The rate
coefficient for CD3CH2CD2Br is ∼70% of that for CH3CH2-
CH2Br, implying that significant abstraction occurs from theâ
position. The rate coefficients for OH reaction with CH3CD2-
CD2Br and CD3CD2CD2Br are∼37% and∼30%, respectively,
of the OH reaction with CH3CH2CH2Br, indicating that the

TABLE 2: Comparison with the Previous Measurements of OH+ CH3CH2CH2Br, k1(T) ) ATne-B/T

A,
cm3 molecule-1 s-1 n B, K temp, K

pressure,a

Torr
k1 (298 K) 10-13

cm3 molecule-1 s-1 techniqueb ref

(6.6( 0.52)× 10-18 2 -(154( 24) 230-360 50 9.53( 0.37 PP-LIF This workc

d 210-480 10.10( 0.15 FP-RF Orkin et al.3

9.1× 10-14 0.5 (157( 62) 230-298 100 8.7( 0.4 PP-LIF Herndon et al.2

(5.75( 0.9)× 10-12 0 (504( 50) 271-363 1.1-2.3 10.3( 1.5 DF-LIF Nelson et al.5

(5.29( 0.29)× 10-12 0 (456( 31) 233-372 100 11.7( 1.2 PP-LIF Te´ton et al.1

298 11.8( 3.0 RR Donaghy et al.4

(6.08( 1.57)× 10-18 2 -(197( 77) 230-372 Recommended for Modelinge

a Experiments were done in He buffer gas.b PP-LIF is pulsed laser photolysis followed by laser induced fluorescence detection of OH, FP-RF
is flash photolysis followed by resonance fluorescence detection, DF-LIF is discharge flow followed by laser induced fluorescence detection of OH,
and RR is relative to the reaction rate of OH with (c-C6H12). c The 298 K value is obtained by converting the measured values near 298 K using
the value ofB determined from the fit to the data.d These authors represented their datak1(T < 298 K) ) (1.01( 0.02)× 10-12 exp{-(329 (
20)(1/T - 1/298 K)}. This recommendation does not include the work of Orkin et al.3 If the unpublished data of Orkin et al. is included, the
resulting expression is:k1(T) ) (7.40 ( 1.07)× 10-18T2 exp[-(-140 ( 45)/T].

Figure 2. Rate coefficients measured for the reaction of OH with
bromopropane isotopomers: CH3CH2CH2Br (9), CD3CH2CH2Br ()),
CD3CH2CD2Br (2), CH3CD2CD2Br (3), CD3CD2CD2Br (b). The solid
lines represent the fits of the data to the expressionAT2 exp(-B/RT)
and are given in Table 7. The dashed lines are fit using the site
dependent rate coefficients given in Table 8.

TABLE 3: Experimental Parameters Used for the
Measurements ofk2(T)a

K [HONO] [OH]0 [CD3CH2CH2Br] k2

230 6.4 3.4 1.87-9.82 6.19( 0.32
246 8.9 2.0 0.95-8.77 7.01( 0.71
262 3.2 1.7 1.94-9.46 6.68( 0.36
282 3.2 1.7 1.17-7.87 7.72( 0.36
296 2.8 1.9 6.14-15.3 8.68( 0.18
320 4.5 2.4 1.01-5.65 10.5( 0.3
340 3.9 0.9 1.20-5.65 11.0( 0.4
360 2.7 1.5 0.67-5.47 11.4( 0.5

a Concentrations are in units of 1013 for HONO, 1011 for OH, and
1015 for CD3CH2CH2Br all in molecule cm-3, k2 is in units of 10-13

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, and the uncertainty given fork2 is 2σ precision
from the fit to the data and does not include systematic uncertainties.

TABLE 4: Experimental Parameters Used for the
Measurements ofk3(T)a

K [HONO] [OH]0 [CD3CH2CD2Br] k3

230 6.4 3.4 0.97-12.9 5.60( 0.18
244 4.0 2.2 1.80-9.56 5.16( 0.06
262 3.6 2.0 1.23-9.39 5.44( 0.23
272 5 2.5 1.54-10.2 6.03( 0.26
282 3.5 1.9 1.20-9.86 5.92( 0.18
298 3.0 1.6 1.32-10.8 6.15( 0.21
315 4.3 2.4 0.45-6.23 7.22( 0.36
330 3.4 1.8 0.74-6.34 8.04( 0.12
345 2.6 1.4 1.06-4.73 8.84( 0.26
360 3.0 1.5 0.51-7.51 9.22( 0.56

a Concentrations are in units of 1013 for HONO, 1011 for OH, and
1015 for CD3CH2CD2Br all in molecule cm-3, k3 is in units of 10-13

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, and the uncertainty given fork3 is 2σ precision
from the fit to the data and does not include systematic uncertainties.

TABLE 5: Experimental Parameters Used for the
Measurements ofk4(T)a

K [HONO] [OH]0 [CH3CD2CD2Br] k4

230 6.4 3.4 2.52-21.6 2.06( 0.12
244 5.3 2.8 3.10-19.7 2.04( 0.06
262 4.7 2.5 2.50-16.8 2.40( 0.13
727 16 7.9 4.30-14.1 2.72( 0.10
282 4.1 2.2 1.69-18.1 2.62( 0.12
298 2.7 1.4 2.89-15.0 3.43( 0.10
298 6.3 3.4 1.21-14.6 3.68( 0.16
330 7.0 3.3 2.42-10.6 4.83( 0.26
360 5.3 2.5 0.49-10.2 5.97( 0.16

a Concentrations are in units of 1013 for HONO, 1011 for OH, and
1015 for CH3CD2CD2Br all in molecule cm-3, k4 is in units of 10-13

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, and the uncertainty given fork4 is 2σ precision
from the fit to the data and does not include systematic uncertainties.
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majority of H atom abstraction occurs at theR and â posi-
tions.

Product Branching Ratios. We have explored several
methods of quantifying the branching ratios using the measured
rate coefficient data, all of which yielded similar results. Here,
we present the quantification obtained by assuming that (1) the
reactivity of a given methyl or methylene group can be
suppressed by deuterium substitution without altering the
reactivity of the neighboring carbon sites and (2) that the impact
of deuteration can be quantified. Tully and co-workers11,21,22

made the first assumption in their studies of deuterated propanes
to determine the reactivity of individual methylene and methyl
groups for both hydrogen and deuterium as a function of
temperature. The ab initio calculations of Hu et al.23 confirmed,
to a first approximation, the reactivity of an individual abstrac-
tion site was independent of neighboring alkyl groups. They
also noted that tunneling was responsible for the difference in
the kinetic isotope effects between the methyl and methylene
groups.

Using the above assumptions at a given temperature, the rate
coefficients,k1-k5, can then be written as a sum of site-specific
rate coefficients. Assuming that the kinetic isotope effect is also
independent of the site dependent rate coefficients (this as-
sumption is discussed below)

we can write

wherek1c(CH3), k1b(CH2), andk1a(CH2Br) are the site dependent
rate coefficients at a given temperature andk1c(CD3), k1b(CD2),
and k1a(CD2Br) are the corresponding rate coefficients when
hydrogen is replaced by deuterium.z(T) is then derived from a
plot of k1(T)/k5(T) versus 1/T. Such a plot was slightly curved
and yielded a fit ofz(T) ) 1.429 exp(254/T).

Using z for a given temperature and placing the equations
for k1, k2, andk3 in a matrix form yields

Using the measured rate coefficient data yields four combina-
tions{(k1, k2, k3), (k1, k4, k3), (k5, k2, k3), (k5, k4, k3)} which can
be used to calculate site-specific rate coefficients. Thus, four
values ofk1c(CH3), k1b(CH2), andk1a(CH2Br) and their deuter-
ated analogues (z-1k1c(CH3), z-1k1b(CH2), andz-1k1a(CH2Br))
are obtained. Such calculations were done at each temperature
to obtaink1c(CH3), k1b(CH2), andk1a(CH2Br) as a function of
temperature. The average of these was used to calculate total
rate coefficients for the bromopropane isotopomers. These fits
are shown in Figure 2 as dashed lines and the resulting
temperature-dependent rate coefficients for each site are given
in Table 8. The site specific rate coefficients reproduce the
measured valuesk1(T)-k5(T), with the exception of the low-
temperature values ofk4, where the fit was∼20% higher than
the value calculated using Table 7.

The kinetic isotope effect,z(T), used here is essentially an
average of the kinetic isotope effects from theR and â sites
because these account for the majority of the reactivity (93-
84% depending upon temperature). Assuming a different kinetic
isotope for the methyl group could further refine our analysis.
However, given the uncertainties in the measured values ofk1-
(T)-k5(T) and insensitivity to theγ site rate coefficient
(discussed below), such a refinement is inappropriate. We also
note that the precision of these rate coefficients are∼5% and
would need to be even more precise to improve the branching
ratios.

The site dependent rate coefficients were used to calculate
the branching ratios for H (or D) abstraction at each carbon
site. The branching ratios given in Table 9 are obtained from
the site dependent rate coefficients (given in Table 8), and the
presented uncertainty is one standard deviation of the average
value obtained using the four sets of linear equations described
above. The branching ratio for abstraction at theγ site is small
and, as seen in Table 9, has the largest relative uncertainty. Even
a large (20%) change in this rate coefficient, or changing the
value ofz for this site, has little effect on the overall branching
ratios. The methyl group branching ratio increases a factor of 2
from 230 to 360 K, and the methylene group branching ratio
decreases about 15% over this temperature range, whereas the
CH2Br branching ratio is nearly temperature independent. These
branching ratios are qualitatively consistent with the calculated

TABLE 6: Experimental Parameters Used for the
Measurements ofk5(T)a

K [HONO] [OH]0 [CD3CD2CD2Br] k5

233 3.0 1.8 2.84-22.7 1.83( 0.04
242 6.1 3.3 3.28-26.5 1.77( 0.11
261 4.1 2.5 2.11-16.4 2.18( 0.08
282 3.1 1.7 3.50-14.7 2.34( 0.06
296 2.9 1.8 2.46-16.7 3.30( 0.16
300 3.4 2.0 2.50-14.9 2.72( 0.20
300 9.2 5.0 1.48-11.3 2.89( 0.07
315 5.5 2.9 1.77-14.6 3.27( 0.11
330 3.6 1.9 1.21-11.8 3.80( 0.21
345 5.9 3.2 1.18-11.6 4.14( 0.13
360 5.0 2.7 1.23-9.73 4.64( 0.08

a Concentrations are in units of 1013 for HONO, 1011 for OH, and
1015 for CD3CD2CD2Br all in molecule cm-3, k5 is in units of 10-13

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, and the uncertainty given fork4 is 2σ precision
from the fit to the data and does not include systematic uncertainties.

TABLE 7: Nonlinear Fit Parameters for k1 (T) through k5
(T) in the Form AT2 exp(-B/RT)a

compound A B/R

CH3CH2CH2Br 6.60( 0.52 -154( 24
CD3CH2CH2Br 6.04( 0.79 -147( 40
CD3CH2CD2Br 4.35( 0.64 -169( 44
CH3CD2CD2Br 8.76( 1.37 233( 48
CD3CD2CD2Br 4.67( 0.77 101( 52

a A is in units of 10-18 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, and the uncertainty given
is 2σ precision from the fit to the data and does not include systematic
uncertainties.
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bond energies (see below) that show the C-H bond strength
decreases in the order CH3 > CH2Br > CH2.

Previously, because of the absence of experimental data, the
empirical structure-reactivity relationships of Atkinson9,10was
used to estimate product branching ratios for reaction 1.7,8 The
results of the structure-reactivity method at 298 K are given
in Table 10, along with those from this study. Given that rate
coefficients from the structure-reactivity relationships are
expected to be within a factor of∼2 for the reaction of OH
with alkanes, the agreement between the structure-reactivity
estimate and the measured values is exceptional. The branching
ratios obtained in this work are expected to be more precise;
however, the trends are in qualitative agreement with those
predicted using the structure-reactivity method.

Product Yields. Propanal and bromoacetone were observed
as stable degradation products in both the OH and Cl atom
initiated degradation of bromopropane in synthetic air containing
NO. The bromopropanaldehyde, BrCH2CH2C(O)H was not
identified in either the OH or Cl atom initiated experiments. Cl
atom initiated bromopropane degradation experiments were
performed for comparison purposes. The product yields of
propanal and bromoacetone were quantified relative to each
other (by using the CdO stretch features near 1740 cm-1) and
relative to the consumption of bromopropane. The measured
infrared absorption cross sections of bromopropane were in
excellent agreement with those previously published by Nelson
et al.5 Propanal and bromoacetone absorption bands in spectral

regions other than 1740 cm-1 were strongly overlapped and were
not used in the data analysis.

Several experiments were performed to evaluate the detection
sensitivity and stability of bromoacetone in the reaction cell.
The infrared spectrum of bromoacetone was quantified using
absolute pressure measurements. Bromoacetone was produced
in the reactor by the reaction of Br atoms with propene in the
presence of NO and O2

followed by the reactions

The OH radicals produced from HO2 (from reaction of HO2 +
NO) lead to additional loss of propene via

From the measured loss of propene and formation of bromoac-
etone, we estimate the yield of reaction 11b to be>70%. Similar
experiments using Cl atoms, instead of Br, gave a chloroacetone
yield of ∼30% in good agreement with the previously reported
yields.24 Using pure samples, the dark and photolytic loss of
bromoacetone was measured to be negligible on the time scale
of the product yield experiments.15

Prior to using propanal and bromoacetone as markers for site-
specific H atom abstraction, it was necessary to verify the
possible influence of secondary products. The CH3CHCH2Br
radical formed by the OH attack on the central carbon atom
can either add to O2 or eliminate a Br atom to produce propene

The competition between O2 addition and Br elimination has
been studied for the reaction of Cl with CH3CH2Br, and the
ethene yield was 2% in 500 Torr of O2 at 228 K,25 with 70-
80% of the H atom abstraction occurring from the CH2Br site.
We have measured the yield of propene, a marker for Br
elimination, relative to the loss of the CH3CHCH2Br radical in
air. The ratio of the rate coefficients for reactions 16 and 17
was obtained from the yield of propene as a function of [O2].
The following equation relates the measured yield of propene
with the rate coefficients:

whereφ is the propene yield defined as the measured propene
production rate with a given amount of O2 relative to the
production rate in the absence of O2. A plot of the measured
values versus [O2] is shown in Figure 3 and yieldsk16/k17 ) (4
( 0.6)× 10-18 cm3 molecule-1. Although these measurements
are rather limited, we conclude that, under the experimental
conditions used to measure the yields of products in reaction 1,
the loss of CH3CHCH2Br radical via Br elimination is less than
10%.

TABLE 8: Site and Temperature Dependent Rate
Coefficients Obtained by Fitting the Isotopic Data for
Bromopropane

k(T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1

k1c(CH3) 2.89× 10-12 exp(-957/T)
k1b(CH2) 2.54× 10-18 T2 exp(265/T)a

k1a(CH2Br) 1.44× 10-12 exp(-450/T)
k1c(CD3) 1.45× 10-12 exp(-1091/T)
k1b(CD2) 1.11× 10-12 exp(-560/T)
k1a(CD2Br) 1.01× 10-12 exp(-705/T)

a This nonlinear fit reproduces the data better than the Arrhenius
form of (2.48)× 10-12 exp(-437/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

TABLE 9: Average Branching Ratio Obtained from the
Analyses Described in the Text (the Uncertainty Given Is 1
Standard Deviation)

K k1c/k1 k1b/k1 k1a/k1

230 0.08( 0.08 0.61( 0.02 0.30( 0.08
240 0.09( 0.07 0.60( 0.02 0.31( 0.07
250 0.09( 0.07 0.60( 0.02 0.31( 0.07
260 0.10( 0.06 0.59( 0.02 0.31( 0.06
270 0.11( 0.06 0.58( 0.02 0.31( 0.06
280 0.11( 0.05 0.57( 0.02 0.32( 0.05
290 0.12( 0.04 0.56( 0.02 0.32( 0.04
300 0.12( 0.04 0.56( 0.02 0.32( 0.04
310 0.13( 0.03 0.55( 0.02 0.32( 0.03
320 0.14( 0.03 0.54( 0.02 0.32( 0.03
330 0.14( 0.02 0.54( 0.02 0.32( 0.02
340 0.15( 0.02 0.53( 0.02 0.32( 0.02
350 0.16( 0.02 0.52( 0.02 0.32( 0.02
360 0.16( 0.02 0.52( 0.02 0.32( 0.02

a Because of round off, the sum may not equal 1.0.

TABLE 10: Branching Ratios at 298 K Determined in This
Work and Those Used in Previous Modeling Studiesa

k1c/k1 k1b/k1 k1a/k1 method

0.12( 0.04 0.56( 0.02 0.32( 0.04 this work; OH kinetics
<0.2 0.5( 0.2 0.3( 0.15 this work; product yields
0.18 0.47 0.35 structure-reactivity37

Br + CH3CHdCH2 f CH3CHBrCH2 (11a)

f CH3CHCH2Br (11b)

CH3CHCH2Br + O2 f CH3CH(OO)CH2Br (12)

CH3CH(OO)CH2Br + NO f CH3CH(O)CH2Br + NO2

(13)

CH3CH(O)CH2Br + O2 f CH3C(O)CH2Br + HO2 (14)

OH + CH3CHdCH2 f Products (15)

CH3CHCH2Br + O2 f CH3CH(OO)CH2Br (16)

CH3CHCH2Br f CH3CHdCH2 + Br (17)

(k16/k17)[O2] ) (1 - φ)/φ (II)
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The product yields of bromoacetone and propanal from
reaction 1 were measured as described in the Experimental
Section. The bromoacetone concentration increased monotoni-
cally during the course of an experiment, whereas the propanal
signal increased initially and reached a plateau. Representative
data for reaction with OH and Cl are shown in Figure 4 parts
A and B, respectively. The temporal profile of the propanal

product indicates that significant secondary loss of this product
is occurring during the course of these measurements. The
secondary loss results from reaction with OH or Cl atoms and
possibly other reaction intermediates.26 Therefore, our deter-
mination of the propanal yield is primarily determined by the
initial data points and an empirical extrapolation to time zero.
The reactivity of bromoacetone with OH and Cl is expected to
be relatively slow by analogy with the acetone and chloroacetone
reactions.27,28 Cl atom relative rate reactions performed during
the course of this work confirmed this expectation. Therefore,
secondary reactive losses of bromoacetone are negligible. Using
the slope of the initial growth of the propanal signal, we
determined the ratio of the bromoacetone to propanal yield to
be 1.65( 0.50 and 1.1( 0.35 in the OH and Cl atom reactions,
respectively. The absolute yield of bromoacetone based on the
loss of bromopropane was measured to be 50( 20% in the
OH reaction. We estimate the yield of BrCH2CH2C(O)H to be
<20%. The uncertainty in the product yields is substantial
because of the relatively small changes in the bromopropane
concentrations, weak product absorption signals, and the spectral
overlap of the product spectra. The quoted uncertainties are
estimated based on the precision and reproducibility of the
measurements.

Ab Initio Calculations. To obtain some insight into the
experimentally derived site-specific reactivity, we carried out
ab initio calculations using the Gaussian 98 program29 to obtain
bond strength and relative rate coefficients. The Gaussian-3 (G3)
methodology of Pople and co-workers,30 as extended to bromine
compounds by Curtiss et al.,31 was employed to derive energies
of reactants, transition states, and products. Briefly, for each
species, the vibrational frequencies were obtained at the HF/
6-31G(d) level of theory (scaled by a standard factor of 0.8929),
and then a series of single-point energies was calculated at the
MP2)full/6-31G(d) geometries to approximate a QCISD-
(T))full/G3Large calculation, where the G3Large basis set for
Br is a contracted 8s7p3d basis supplemented with diffuse, 3d2f
polarization and tight d,f polarization functions. The basis sets,
including a redefined 6-31G(d) set for Br, are detailed
elsewhere.30-32 The Br 3d orbitals were included in the
correlation treatments, and a spin-orbit correction was made
to the OH radical energy.30

The unknown bond strengths,D0, at 298 K for the three C-H
bonds (R, â, andγ positions) in bromopropane were obtained
via ∆H0 for the isodesmic reactions

obtained from the G3 energies, to which were added thermal
corrections (H298 - H0 given in Table 11) derived from the
vibrational frequencies and including corrections for hindered
internal rotors.33 The net thermal corrections for∆H298 were

Figure 3. Determination of propene yield in the Br atom elimination
from the CH3CHCH2Br radical using eq II given in the text.

Figure 4. Product yield data for the (A) OH+ bromopropane reaction
and (B) Cl+ bromopropane reaction. Solid symbols (b) are bromoac-
etone data and open symbols (O) are propanal data.

TABLE 11: Computed Energies and Thermochemistry and
Measured Reactivity of Specific Bonds in Propane and
Bromopropane

species G3 (0 K)aua
H298-H0,
kcal mol-1

BDE298,
kcal mol-1

k
(298 K)b

CH3CH2CH3 -118.99389 3.6
CH3CH2CH2 -118.33391 3.7 101.3 0.5
CH3CHCH3 -118.33814 3.8 98.7 4.0
CH3CH2CH2Br -2691.96438 4.2
CH3CH2CHBr -2691.30819 4.3 99.0 1.6
CH3CHCH2Br -2691.31278 4.4 96.1 2.7
CH2CH2CH2Br -2691.30417 4.3 101.5 0.4

a Gaussian-3 energy. 1 au∼627.4 kcal mol-1. b Rate coefficient per
C-H bond, in units of 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

C2H5 + CH3CH2CH2Br f C2H6 + C3H6Br (18)
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small, because the number of bonds of each type is conserved
in reaction 18. Similarly, errors arising from incomplete basis
sets and electron correlation are also expected to cancel. The
D298 values are listed in Table 11, together with the primary
and secondary bond strengths in propane derived in the same
way. The computed propane data are in excellent accord with
experimental data: our primaryD298 ) 101.3 kcal mol-1 can
be compared to literature values of 101.0 and 101.2( 0.5 kcal
mol-1,34,35 and our secondary D298 ) 98.7 kcal mol-1 lies in
the middle of prior determinations of 99.3, 97.8( 0.5, and 98.6
( 0.4 kcal mol-1.34-36

Br substitution (relative to propane) weakens the C-H bonds
by 2.3 kcal mol-1 for theR position and 2.6 kcal mol-1 for the
â position and leaves the most distant (γ) bond almost unaffected
(increased by 0.2 kcal mol-1). Presumably, the halogen in
bromopropane acts, perhaps unexpectedly, as an electron donor
toward the electron deficient carbon in then-bromopropyl and
i-bromopropyl radicals. The bond strengths are in qualitative
accord with the kinetics: as seen in Table 11, within propane
and bromopropane, the weakest C-H bonds have the highest
per bond reactivity.

Transition states (TSs) for OH attack at the (R), (â), and (γ)
sites are shown in Figure 5, the detailed coordinates and
vibrational frequencies are given in the Supporting Information
Tables S2-S5, and the G3 energy barriers relative to reactants
at 0 K, E0, are listed in Table 12. These structures, where
possible, have the hydroxyl group oriented toward the Br atom
suggestive of an attractive interaction that stabilizesRTS1,âTS2,
andγTS3b, and the H-Br separations are 3.3× 10-10 (five-

membered ring), 2.9× 10-10 (six-membered ring), and 2.1×
10-10 m (seven-membered ring). Two distinct transition states
were found for attack at theγ C-H bonds. The lower energy
γTS3b has OH approaching a C-H bond close to in-plane with
the C-C-C-Br backbone, which allows for formation of the
seven-membered ring.γTS3a, where H-Br stabilization cannot
occur, is 0.5 kcal mol-1 higher in energy but also looser.

Figure 6 shows a clear correlation between the computed 0
K barriers, E0, and the measured site and isotope specific
activation energies,Ea, at 298 K. A more quantitative compari-
son would require accurate estimation of the influence of
quantum mechanical tunneling which is beyond the scope of
the present work. Nevertheless it may be seen that the trend in
observedEa is consistent with that expected on the basis of ab
initio analysis.

Conclusions

We have measured temperature dependent rate coefficients
for selectively deuterated bromopropanes. These rate coefficients
were used to obtain product branching ratios for H (or D) atom
abstraction on each carbon site. The change in rate coefficients
for the various isotopomers at 298 K yielded rough estimates
of the branching ratios. Fitting site dependent rate coefficients
to our data yielded 298 K values ofk1c /k1 ) 0.12,k1b /k1 )
0.56, andk1a /k1 ) 0.32. These product branching ratios are
consistent with the product measurement yields of bromoacetone
(0.5 ( 0.2) and the ratio of bromoacetone/propanal (1.65(

Figure 5. Transition state geometries calculated at the HF/6-31G(d)
level of theory for the OH+ CH3CH2CH2Br reaction.

TABLE 12: Properties of Transition States Based on ab
Initio Calculations and Fits to Experiment

transition state G3 (0 K), aua
calculatedE0,
kcal mol-1 b

R TS1 OH+ CH3CH2CH2Br -2767.65806 1.0
R TS1 OH+ CD3CD2CD2Br 2.1
â TS2 OH+ CH3CH2CH2Br -2767.65961 0.0
â TS2 OH+ CD3CD2CD2Br 1.1
γ TS3a OH+ CH3CH2CH2Br -2767.65493 2.9
γ TS3a OH+ CD3CD2CD2Br 4.0
γ TS3b OH+ CH3CH2CH2Br -2767.65569 2.4
γ TS3b OH+ CD3CD2CD2Br 3.6

a Gaussian 3 energy. 1 au∼627.4 kcal mol-1. b Calculated barrier
based on G3 energies, corrected for zero-point energy changes in the
deuterium reactions.

Figure 6. Calculated transition state theory barrier for H abstraction
from each carbon site versus 298 K activation energy for the site
dependent rate coefficients given in Table 8. These are taken from the
Arrhenius fits, except for the CH2 nonlinear fit for whichEa/R ) 2T -
265. These are labeled CH2Br (CD2Br) for RTS1, CH2 (CD2) for âTS2,
*CH3 (*CD3) for γTS3a, and CH3 (CD3) for γTS3b.
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0.50) obtained in synthetic air. They are also consistent with
the ab initio calculations for C-H bond energies in bromopro-
pane relative to those in propane. The branching ratios obtained
from measurements of the rate coefficients are also consistent
with the trends in the ab initio calculations. These branching
ratios can be used for atmospheric calculations.
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